Earth Week BINGO
Show this completed sheet to DeGraaf Nature Center by April 29, 2022
at 3pm to claim a prize! 600 Graafschap Rd, Holland, MI 49423
Visitor’s Center hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10 am - 3 pm
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Feel tree bark.
Was it smooth or
bumpy?

Find a pine cone.
How big is it
compare to a
baseball?

Find a cool rock.
What made you
pick this one?

Silently watch a
duck swim in the
water. What color
was the duck?

Look at the water
inside a puddle. Is
anything moving?

Find a squirrel
climbing a tree.
Were they moving
fast or slow?

Listen to the
sound of the wind
in the forest.

Look for a leaf the
size of your hand.
Was this easy to
find?

Stop to read a trail
sign. What did it
tell you?

Walk out onto a
dock. What can
you see?

Spot a colorful
bird. What color
was it?

Listen for a
chickadee. Did
they sing loud or
soft?
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Find the blue/
purple raspberry
stems arching
along the trail

Spot a rabbit.
Were they hard or
easy to see? Why?

Guess the number
of branches on a
tree, then count.
Were you close?

Find a patch of
moss and imagine
taking a nap on its
soft surface.

Smell the grass.
What does it
remind you of?

Walk across a
wooden bridge.
Were you far from
the water?

Find a partially
eaten walnut.
Who do you think
ate it?

Watch ants
marching on the
trail. How many
could you count?

Make your
body look like a
squiggly vine. Was
that easy or hard?

Smell a flower.
What color are the
petals?

Find a good
walking stick, but
leave it on the trail
before you leave.

(Safely) touch
river water. How
does it feel?

Ways to care for the Earth while in nature:
•
•
•

Keep a plastic bag in your vehicle to pick up trash
Only walk on established trails and durable surfaces
Start a nature journal that allows you to draw and write about the
cool rocks, sticks, etc. that you find instead of taking them home

